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In 1939, Guerlain opened its !rst “Institut de Beauté” at 68 
Avenue de Champs Elysées and invented an exclusive facial 
massage technique. Today, that facial massage technique 
remains just as unique and exclusive as it was the day it was 
created.  "e Guerlain name dominates the spa industry and 
in New York City, one of their best locations is within another 
iconic name, "e Waldorf Astoria. 

"e “hotel atop a hotel,” otherwise known as the Towers at 
Waldorf Astoria is a grandeur experience which features an 
exclusive entrance o# 50th Street. "e towers are home to 
private residences as well as an array of Art Deco-style suites. 
It doesn’t truly get any more swank than the Waldorf Astoria, 
but the Towers have taken exclusivity to an entirely new level 
that has the Towers in high-demand. It only makes sense that 
Guerlain would be located on the 19th $oor of the Towers.  

A recent expansion to the spa features new technological 
enhancements and additions to the signature Orchidée 
Impériale and Abeille Royale facial treatments. Guerlain’s newest 
luxury innovation in the Orchidée Impériale line employs the 
recent discovery of cutting-edge Gold Orchid Technology, 
a breakthrough in skin regeneration. "e new Abeille Royale 

Youth Face Treatment Oil is the first “firmness-boosting” oil of 
its kind with proven results including an 85% increase in skin 
firmness and 35% improvement in wrinkles and fine lines. This 
expert skincare treatment features the new Abeille Royale Youth 
Face Treatment Oil. As the first “firmness-boosting” oil, the 
deluxe and revolutionary fluid hydrates while simultaneously 
improving skin elasticity. Luxuriously rejuvenating, this 
signature facial treatment promotes the key mechanisms of 
skins youthful, healing process to help diminish fine lines 
and improve firmness and tone. In highlighting the unique 
sensory experience of the power of bees and honey, guests also 
receive a pre-treatment taste of the Waldorf ’s one-of-a-kind 
Top of the Waldorf Rooftop Honey, produced from the hotel’s 
own apiaries.

All of the treatment suites are extra-large and anticipate guests 
taking full advantage of the private bathing lounge within, 
signature Guerlain amenities and personalized music selections. 
Champagne and sweets are highly encouraged, pre or post 
treatment, and “"e Final Touch” o#ers complimentary shoe 
shine, garment steaming and make-up refresh. "is attention 
to detail and service is ten steps ahead of the rest. For more 
information, visit www.guerlainspas.com.
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